
Raise Them Right
Teaching your young gymnasts the basics



Introduction

Important foundation of lower levels to perform higher levels of gymnastics with 
proper technique for good gymnastics performance and injury prevention.

Basic gymnastics movement patterns include:

Neutral Pushing               Pulling                                                 

Hollow Releve’ Squat 

Tight arch Hip hinge       



Neutral

Not hollow, not arched

Hand should be able to fit in small of the back

Butt does not tuck under or squeeze

Should be done lying on back to start (hooklying)→

 lying on back feet on wall→ feet off of wall

1) Begin with bracing and breathing

2) Squeeze block between knees



Neutral

“Belly button in and up”

3) start with both arms overhead, T→ alternating

4) alternating leg straightening, B leg straightening

5) alternating arm/leg, B arms/legs together



Hip Hinge

Maintain neutral spine and bend at the hips.. Not the back

Start kneeling:

1)Use stick/dowel rod on back for feedback

2)Progress to stick in hands

3)Kneeling squats (use stick for feedback if needed)

- Progress to Single Leg



Hip Hinge

Standing same progression:

1)Use stick/dowel rod on back for feedback

2)Progress to stick in hands

3)Progress to Single Leg

- Use ball for added stability challenge



Squatting
Covered more in depth in another lecture

Combination of neutral spine and hip 
hinge

Need:

Proper hip and ankle mobility

Adequate core strength

Adequate posterior chain strength

Important for:

Proper landings

Power



Squatting
Breaking it down to basics - Ankle mobility

Test- can they reach their knee to the wall when their foot is 5inches from it?

If not, initiate ankle mobility program:

Foam roller calf, stick to stretched calf knee straight and bent in ½ kneel

Calf stretch on wall (knee bent and straight)

½ kneel ankle rocks 3x10

Activate: tband ankle flexing (toes down)



Squatting - ankle mobility series



Squatting

Hip mobility

Test: Can the each knee touch the chest?

If not, initiate single leg toe touch

Test: Can both knees together touch the chest?

If not, perform quadraped rocking in neutral spine

Activate: hip flexor, seated march



Squatting

Hip Mobility

Test: Lying on back- with one knee to chest, other leg should hit floor/table

If not, ½ kneel active hip flexor stretch 

Activate: glute with hip lift, band around knees



Squatting

Core Stability:

Test: Folding, arch back, ribs out +

Activate: Abdominals with rib tilts, deadbugs (opp arm/leg) 

for stability for arching/ribs out, quadruped opp arm/leg for 

folding

- 15 reps, 2 counts hold, 4 count return

Integrate: Wall squat with arms over head (alt and B)



Hollow

Problem: back arches = 
decreased lower abdominal  
recruitment

Fix: lower ab curls feet on 
wall→ off of wall

Problem: can’t lift shoulder 
blades off of ground = 
decreased rectus 
recruitment

Fix: rib tilts



Hollow
Problem: can’t maintain 
arms overhead

Fix: foam roll under 
shoulder blades, feet on 
wall, arms overhead

Problem: chin sticks out 
when attempting to hollow 
upper body

Fix: quadraped chin tucks, 
ball on wall



Tight Arch

Problem: hinging in spine = poor glute recruitment

Fix: quadraped glute lifts

Probem: belly collapses into floor =  no core stability

Fix: flip over and reinitiate TA recruitment/brace on all 4s

Problem: mid back doesn’t arch

Fix: cobra lifts



Tight Arch
Problem: arms don’t lift 
off of floor = decreased 
scapular recruitment

Fix: back to wall→ 
supine-->prone elbow lifts



Releve’

Most common mistake is “sickling” - ankles roll out

Have them squeeze a small block or ball between heels



Releve’

Work on balancing 
in releve’ in neutral 
spine:
-½ kneeling
-Wall squat

-standing



Pushing
Pushups

Blocking

Handstands



Pulling
Pull Ups

Bars



Final point
Injury prevention and improved 

performance starts at the 
foundation of your program



“We cannot always build the 
future for our youth, but we can 

build our youth for the future

- President Franklin Delano Roosevelt



Thanks!
Contact me:

Dr. Talia Trapuzzano 
Eubanks, DPT,PT,SCS,ATC
Artistic Athletics Physical 
Therapy and Performance

apttalia@gmail.com
www.artisticpt.com
“LIFELONG HEALTH, ELITE 
PERFORMANCE” 

http://www.example.com

